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Abstract
The saddle-point behavior is established for monotone semiﬂows with weak bistability structure
and then these results are applied to three reaction–diffusion systems modeling man–environment–
man epidemics, single-loop positive feedback and two species competition, respectively.
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1. Introduction
In mathematical epidemiology of infectious diseases, threshold dynamics is most
typical: above some parameter threshold a nontrivial steady state exists, and all
epidemics outbreaks tend to it; below the parameter threshold there is no nontrivial
steady state, and all epidemics tend to extinction (see, e.g., [18,2–4,26,35,41,11,42]).
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In reality, however, only some diseases have evolved into an endemic state even
though we are exposed to so many infections. Thus, it may be more reasonable to
conceive that large outbreaks tend to a nontrivial endemic steady state invading the
whole habitat, while small outbreaks tend to extinction and may remain strictly
localized in space. This phenomenon was investigated by Capasso and Maddalena
[5], Mirenghi [22] and Capasso and Wilson [6] for a reaction–diffusion system
modeling man–environment–man epidemics (see system (3.1) in Section 3).
In this epidemic model, the choice of the function g; the ‘‘force of infection’’ on the
human population, has a strong inﬂuence on the long-term behavior of solutions.
The monotonicity and concavity (or strict sublinearity) of g imply the uniqueness of
the possible nontrivial endemic steady state (see [2–4], and see [18,26,35,41,42] for
other models). However, in the case where g is sigma shaped, the monotonicity of
solution semiﬂow is still preserved, but uniqueness of nontrivial steady states is no
longer guaranteed. More precisely, Capasso and Wilson [6] carried out a rigorous
analysis of steady states and determined the bifurcation pattern of nontrivial steady
states subject to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in one-dimensional
domain O ¼ ½0; lCR: They got a two-parameter threshold result, which shows that
the system has exactly two positive steady states u5uþ in addition to the trivial
steady state 0: Based on numerical simulations, they conjectured that the model
system admits a saddle-point structure: 0 and uþ are stable attractors and u is a
saddle point, and most solutions eventually approach 0 or uþ: Note that the solution
semiﬂow associated with this model system is monotone but not compact on the
phase space since one of two coupled equations has no diffusion term.
For a discrete-time Lotka–Volterra two species competitive model, Smith [31,
Proposition 6.3] proved a similar result on saddle-point behavior. For spatially
homogeneous two species competitive Lotka–Volterra reaction–diffusion systems
subject to zero Neumann boundary conditions, Iida et al. [16] made an interesting
observation, which they called as ‘‘diffusion-induced extinction’’, by appealing to the
saddle-point structure of the associated reaction systems of ODE. Note that if the
spatial domain is convex, all nonconstant equilibria of such two species competitive
reaction–diffusion systems are linearly unstable (see [17]). Recently, Smith and Thieme
[33] showed that a separatrix separates the basins of attraction of the two locally stable
single-population steady states for competitive systems on ordered Banach spaces
under the assumption that the coexistence steady state is unique. Although, there have
been extensive investigations on two species competitive Lotka–Volterra reaction–
diffusion systems (see, e.g., [9] and references therein), the study of uniqueness of
positive steady states seems to be very difﬁcult. It is worthy to point out that Dancer
and Guo [7] proved the existence and uniqueness of positive steady states for a special
class of competitive Lotka–Volterra systems with large interactions. Clearly, Smith
and Thieme’s theorem applies to this special case. It is therefore natural to ask whether
the uniqueness condition on positive steady states can be relaxed so that there exists
saddle point-type structure for the general case where two semitrivial equilibria are
locally stable (at least when the spatial domain is convex).
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize Smith and Thieme’s result to
monotone semiﬂows and abstract competitive systems with weak bistability structure
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and to give an afﬁrmative answer to Capasso and Wilson’s conjecture and the above
question on two species competitive Lotka–Volterra model. In Section 2, we ﬁrst
establish generalized saddle-point behavior for monotone semiﬂows with two
ordered and locally stable equilibria. This result is also extended to the case where
there are more than two totally ordered and locally stable equilibria. Then we obtain
the analogs of these results for two species competitive systems on ordered Banach
spaces. In Section 3, we apply the results in Section 2 to three reaction–diffusion
systems modeling man–environment–man epidemics, single-loop positive feedback,
and two species competition in a convex spatial domain, respectively.
2. Saddle-point behavior
Let ðX ; XþÞ be an ordered Banach space with positive cone Xþ having nonempty
interior Int Xþ: We usep (o and5) to denote the (strict and strong) order relation
deﬁned by the cone Xþ: A subset M of Xþ is said to be unordered if there are not two
points x; yAM with xoy: Let a5b; ½a; b :¼ fxAX : apxpbg be a closed order
interval, and ½½a; b :¼ fxAX : a5x5bg an open-order interval. We write ½a;N ¼
fxAXþ : xXag; and similarly for ½½N; b: A subset Y of Xþ is said to be lower
closed if ½½N; bCY whenever bAY ; and upper closed if ½a;NCY whenever aAY :
Suppose F : Xþ  ½0;þNÞ-Xþ is a continuous semiﬂow on Xþ: If xAXþ; then
OðxÞ :¼ fFtðxÞ : tX0g is called a positive orbit of F: Its omega limit set, oðxÞ; is
deﬁned in the usual way. An equilibrium e is a point for which FtðeÞ ¼ e; 8tX0: An
equilibrium e is said to be locally stable if for any neighborhood U of e; there is
another neighborhood V of e such that FtðVÞCU ; 8tX0; asymptotically stable if it is
stable and there is a neighborhood U of e such that oðyÞ ¼ feg; 8yAU : An
asymptotically stable equilibrium is often called a stable attractor. We say that x is
convergent if oðxÞ is a singleton, quasi-convergent if oðxÞ consists of equilibria.
Recall that F is monotone if FtðxÞpFtðyÞ whenever x; yAXþ with xpy and t40;
strongly order preserving, SOP for short, provided F is monotone and whenever xoy
there is some t040 and open subsets U ; V of Xþ with xAU ; yAV such that
Ft0ðUÞoFt0ðVÞ; strongly monotone if FtðxÞ5FtðyÞ whenever x; yAXþ with xoy
and t40:
For a ﬁxed vAInt Xþ; the order norm is deﬁned by
jxjv ¼ infflARþ : lvpxplvg;
which induces the order topology in X : If the cone is normal (see [10]), then the order
norm is equivalent to the original one. Throughout this section, we use aðBÞ to denote
the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness for a bounded set B(see, e.g., [10]).
The following concepts of upper and lower boundaries, order decomposition and
d-hypersurface were introduced by Hirsch [15] and well developed by Taka´c˘ [36,37],
Wang and Jiang [40] and Liang and Jiang [20]. Taka´c˘ [38] also employed the d-
hypersurface to study the convergence for monotone discrete-time dynamical
systems and time periodic, two species competitive reaction–diffusion systems.
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Let MCXþ be a subset. A point z is in the lower boundary of M; @M; provided
there is a sequence fsig in M converging to z with sibz; but no sequence fxig in M
converging to z with xi5z: The upper boundary, @þM; is deﬁned analogously.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A pair ðA; BÞ is called an order decomposition of Xþ if it has the
following three properties:
(i) A and B are nonempty and closed subsets of Xþ;
(ii) A is lower closed and B is upper closed;
(iii) A,B ¼ Xþ and IntðA-BÞ ¼ |:
An order decomposition ðA; BÞ of Xþ is called invariant if A and B are positively
invariant, that is, FtðAÞCA and FtðBÞCB; 8t40: The set H ¼ A-B is called the
boundary of the order decomposition ðA; BÞ of Xþ: A d-hypersurface is any subset H
of Xþ such that H ¼ A-B for some order decomposition ðA; BÞ of Xþ:
Note that the boundary H of an order decomposition ðA; BÞ of Xþ satisﬁes
H ¼ @A ¼ @B;
where @ is the boundary symbol in Xþ; and H is unordered and positively invariant
whenever ðA; BÞ is invariant.
Lemma 2.1 (Taka´c˘ [37, Proposition 1.3]). Let F be a SOP semiflow with all positive
orbits being precompact, and Ft be strongly monotone for some positive number t:
Then the boundary of every order decomposition is an unordered and positively
invariant one-codimensional Lipschitz manifold in the ordered norm j  jv:
Lemma 2.2 (Generalized Krein–Rutman theorem, Nussbaum [23]). Let L : X-X
be a strongly positive and bounded linear operator. Assume that the essential spectral
radius reðLÞ of L is less than the spectral radius rðLÞ of L: Then rðLÞ is a simple
eigenvalue of L with an eigenvector vAIntðKÞ; and all other eigenvalues of L have their
absolute values less than rðLÞ:
Lemma 2.3 (Smith and Thieme [33, Proof of Theorem 3.4]). Let S : UCX-U be a
continuous and monotone map. Assume that S has a fixed point xAU such that
(a) The Freche´t derivative DSðxÞ : X-X exists, DSðxÞ is strongly positive and
bounded, and rðDSðxÞÞ ¼ 1;
(b) x does not attract any point xAU with either x4x or xox:
Then there is a d40 such that the set W sd :¼ fxAU : jjx  xjjod; limn-NSnðxÞ ¼
xg is a local strongly stable manifold of S at x:
We will impose the following assumptions on F:
(A1) There is a positive number t such that the mapping Ft is a strict a-contraction,
that is, there is a positive number ko1 such that aðFtðBÞÞpkaðBÞ for any
bounded subset BCXþ:
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(A2) The semiﬂow F is uniformly bounded in the sense that OðBÞ ¼ StX0 FtðBÞ is
bounded whenever B is a bounded subset of Xþ:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the SOP semiflow F satisfies (A1) and (A2), that F has
exactly three equilibria a; c; b such that a5c5b; and a; b are locally stable in Xþ; and
that the mapping Ft is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of c and DxFtðcÞ
is strongly positive. Then M ¼ Xþ\fBa,Bbg is an unordered, positively invariant set,
where Ba; Bb are the basins of attraction of a; b; respectively.
Proof. First, we prove that every positive orbit has compact closure and OðBÞ ¼T
s40 FsðOðBÞÞ is compact for any bounded subset BCXþ: It is easy to see that the
orbit arc on ½0; t is compact, where t is given in the assumption (A1). By assumption
(A2), it follows that
aðOðxÞÞ ¼ aðOðFtðxÞÞÞ ¼ aðFtðOðxÞÞÞpkaðOðxÞÞ:
Since 0oko1; we have aðOðxÞÞ ¼ 0: Thus, OðxÞ is precompact, that is, OðxÞ has
compact closure for every xAXþ: By induction, it is not difﬁcult to show that
aðFntðBÞÞpknaðBÞ; 8nX1: By the deﬁnition of OðBÞ; it follows that
aðOðBÞÞpaðFntðOðBÞÞÞ ¼ aðFntðOðBÞÞÞpknaðBÞ; 8nX1:
Letting n-N; we obtain that aðOðBÞÞ ¼ 0; and hence, OðBÞ is compact.
Consequently, for any ﬁxed xAXþ and any sequence fxng satisfying
xnoxnþ1oxðxoxnþ1oxnÞ; 8nX1; and xn-x as n-N;
S
nX0 oðxnÞ has compact
closure in Xþ; that is, the condition (C) in [30, Chapter 1] is satisﬁed. Applying [30,
Theorem 1.4.3], we conclude that the quasi-convergence is generic. Since F possesses
exactly three equilibria, we have generic convergence for F in Xþ; that is, Xþ
contains an open and dense subset such that any orbit from this subset converges to
one of the equilibria a; c; b: Furthermore, utilizing the well-known connecting orbit
result of Dancer and Hess [8] and the monotonicity for F; we get that ½a; c\fcgCBa
and ½c; b\fcgCBb; where Ba; Bb are the basins of attraction of a; b; respectively.
Suppose, by contradiction, that the theorem does not hold. Then there are two
points x; yAM with xoy: Since M is positively invariant and F is SOP, there is a
neighborhood U 0 of x such that Ft0ðU 0ÞoFt0ðyÞ; where t0 is given in the deﬁnition of
SOP. On the other hand, we can ﬁnd an open subset U 00 of U 0 such that xoU 00 since
Xþ has a nonempty interior. Since U 00 is generically convergent, c attracts an open
subset U of U 00: We claim that we can choose U as close to c as we wish. In fact, we
can ﬁnd two points z; z0AU with zoz0 and then FtðzÞoFtðz0Þ; 8t40: For sufﬁciently
large t; FtðzÞ;Ftðz0Þ are close to c enough. Using FtðzÞ;Ftðz0Þ to replace x; y and
repeating above step, we prove our claim.
Now we consider the mapping Ft: As afore-mentioned, ½a; c\fcgCBa and
½c; b\fcgCBb: This means that r ¼ rðDxFtðcÞÞX1: By [10, Proposition 2.9.1(b)], it
follows that DxFtðcÞ is a strict a-contraction with the same k as in (A1), and hence,
reðDxFtðcÞÞpko1 (see [10, Theorem 2.9.9]).
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In the case where r41; there exists a local center-stable manifold, W csðcÞ; of c
which is a graph of a Lipschitz function over the center-stable subspace of
DxFtðcÞ(see [25, Theorem III.8 and Exercise III.2]). Thus, choosing U sufﬁciently
close to c; we then get UCW csðcÞ; which is a contradiction since any graph cannot
contain an open set. In the case where r ¼ 1; by Lemma 2.3, the domain of attraction
of c is locally contained in the local strongly stable manifold, W ssðcÞ; of the map Ft
at c: But this is impossible since W ssðcÞ is a Lipschitz graph(see [25, Theorem III.8
and Exercise III.2]) and hence it cannot contain an open set. &
The above Theorem 2.1 shows that the dynamics for F behaves like a saddle
together with other two stable equilibria, which often appears in ODEs. In what
follows, we introduce this concept abstractly.
A dynamical system is said to admit a saddle-point structure/behavior if it possesses
three equilibria a; b and c such that a and b are stable attractors, and the state space
is divided into three disjoint and invariant parts: the basin of attraction B1 of a; the
basin of attraction B2 of b and a (at least Lipschtiz) manifold M containing c with
codimension one. Such an M is usually called the separatrix of the domains of
attraction B1 and B2: If the equilibrium c is replaced by a set of some equilibria and
the same statements as above hold, then such a system is said to admit a generalized
saddle-point structure/behavior. In this case, we still call M a separatrix.
The following theorem is about generalized saddle-point behavior for monotone
semiﬂows.
Theorem 2.2. Let the SOP semiflow F be C1 on Xþ and satisfy (A1) and (A2) with Ft
being strongly monotone. Suppose that F has exactly two locally stable equilibria aob;
and for any other possible equilibrium c; DxFtðcÞ is strongly positive and
rðDxFtðcÞÞ41: Then M ¼ Xþ\fBa,Bbg is an unordered and positively invariant
Lipschiz submanifold with codimension one in the order norm j  jv: Furthermore, such
an M is a C1-submanifold if Ft is compact.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove that b þ Xþ cannot contain any other equilibrium except b:
Otherwise, there is an equilibrium c in ðb þ XþÞ\fbg: Since DxFtðcÞ is strongly
positive and rðDxFtðcÞÞ41; there is an orbit originating from c and tangent to the
principal eigenvector at c such that it monotone increasingly tends to another
equilibrium d4c: Therefore, d is lower stable, contradicting to the assumption that
rðDxFtðdÞÞ41: Similarly, ½0; a cannot contain any other equilibrium except a: Since
the mapping Ft is a strict a-contraction, we can deﬁne the index for ﬁxed points.
Applying Cac and Gatica’s ﬁxed point theorem [1], we obtain that there is at least
one equilibrium between a and b but distinct from a; b:
We further claim that all equilibria in ½a; b except a; b are unordered. Suppose not,
then there is a pair of equilibria c; d in ½a; b with c; defa; bg and cod: As argued in
the previous paragraph, there exists a lower stable equilibrium eA½c; d; which
contradicts the assumption that rðDxFtðeÞÞ41 since aoeob: Thus, the claim follows.
Next, we show that the semiﬂow F is generically convergent. Given an equilibrium
eaa; b; we then have rðeÞ :¼ rðDxFtðeÞÞ41: By [10, Proposition 2.9.1 (b)], DxFtðeÞ
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is a strict a-contraction with the same k as in (A1) and hence, reðDxFtðeÞÞpko1 (see
[10, Theorem 2.9.9]). By Lemma 2.2, it then follows that rðeÞ is a simple eigenvalue
of DxFtðeÞ and NðrðeÞI  DxFtðeÞÞ is a one-dimensional space spanned by the
principal eigenvector vb0 associated with rðeÞ: Thus, the generic convergence
follows from Smith and Thieme’s general result [32].
Now we conclude that M ¼ Xþ\fBa,Bbg is unordered. Suppose not, then there
are two points x; yAM with xoy: Since F is SOP, we can choose two neighborhoods
U and V of x and y; respectively, such that Ft0ðUÞoFt0ðVÞ: Thus, the generic
convergence implies that there are two points uAU and vAV with xou and voy
such that FtðuÞ and FtðvÞ converge to two equilibria e and d; respectively. Obviously,
oðxÞpepdpoðyÞ: Since oðxÞ;oðyÞCM and M is invariant, we have e; dAM; and
hence, fe; dg-fa; bg ¼ |: By the nonordering property of those equilibria distinct
from a; b; we further get e ¼ d: It then follows that the equilibrium e ¼ d attracts an
open subset. By using the assumption rðeÞ41 and the theory of center-stable
manifolds, we can get a contradiction as in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
In the case where the mapping Ft is strongly monotone, ðM,Ba; M,BbÞ is an
order decomposition with the boundary M (see Deﬁnition 2.1). By Lemma 2.1, it
follows that M is a Lipschiz submanifold in the order norm j  jv with codimension
one. Moreover, M is a C1-submanifold if the mapping Ft is compact (see [39]). &
In order to generalize Theorem 2.2 to the case where the number of stable
equilibria is greater than two, we need the following result.
Proposition 2.1. Let F be a strongly monotone semiflow satisfying (A1) and (A2) with
Ft being strongly monotone. If a is a stable attractor and its basin of attraction
BaaXþ; then @Ba and @þBa are positively invariant and unordered one-codimensional
Lipschitz manifolds in the order norm j  jv:
Proof. We only consider the upper boundary, the lower boundary being similar.
Deﬁne
A0 :¼
[
xABa
½½N; x; A :¼ A0 and B :¼ Xþ\A0:
Since Ba is open, it is easy to see A
0 is open, and hence, A is closed and lower closed.
Since BaaXþ; A0; and hence A is not the whole state space Xþ: Thus, B is a
nonempty closed subset of Xþ: By [37, Lemma 1.4], B is also upper closed. Obviously,
A,B ¼ Xþ and A-B ¼ @þBa: By Lemma 2.1, @þBa is an unordered and positively
invariant one-codimensional Lipschitz manifold in the order norm j  jv: &
Theorem 2.3. Let the strongly monotone semiflow F be C1 on Xþ and satisfy (A1) and
(A2) with Ft being strongly monotone. Suppose that F has exactly m locally stable
equilibria a15a25?5am; and for any other possible equilibrium c; DxFtðcÞ is
strongly positive and rðDxFtðcÞÞ41: Let Bi be the basin of attraction of ai: Then the
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following statement holds:
(i) For each 1pipm  1; @þBi ¼ @Biþ1 is an unordered and positively invariant
one-codimensional Lipschitz manifold in the order norm j  jv; and furthermore, C1-
manifold if Ft is compact;
(ii) Xþ ¼ Smi¼1 Bi,Sm1i¼1 @þBi:
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that @þBia@Biþ1 for some 1pipm  1: Since aio
aiþ1; @Biþ1 is above @þBi in the sense that if there is a point xA@þBi but xe@Biþ1;
then there exists a point yA@Biþ1 with y4x: By the strong monotonicity of F and the
positive invariance of @þBi and @Biþ1; it follows that for any t40; FtðxÞ5FtðyÞ;
FtðxÞA@þBi and FtðyÞA@Biþ1: Without loss of generality, we may assume that
xA@þBi and yA@Biþ1 with x5y: Note that Smith and Thieme’s theorem [32] on
generic convergence still holds under our assumptions on F: By the deﬁnition of upper
and lower boundary points, it is easy to see that ai5oðxÞ; oðyÞ5aiþ1: By generic con-
vergence, we choose wbx and z5y with w and z sufﬁciently close to x and y; respecti-
vely, so that oðwÞ ¼ fag and oðzÞ ¼ fbg with apb: Clearly, ai5apb5aiþ1: We claim
that a must be equal to b: Otherwise, since rðaÞ :¼ rðDxFtðaÞÞ41; there is an orbit ori-
ginating from a such that it strictly increasingly converges to another equilibrium epb:
Then rðeÞ :¼ rðDxFtðeÞÞp1: But ai5a5epb5aiþ1; contradicting the assumption that
rðeÞ41: Thus, a ¼ b attracts the open-order interval ½½w; z; which is impossible by the
theory of center-stable manifolds(see the proof of Theorem 2.1). Consequently, we have
@þBi ¼ @Biþ1; 81pipm  1: By Proposition 2.1, each @þBi is a one-dimensional Lips-
chitz manifold in the order norm j  jv: If Ft is compact, the C1-smoothness of @þBi fol-
lows from Ters˘c˘a´k [39]. This proves the statement (i). Since @þBi ¼ @Biþ1 separates the
adjacent basins of attraction Bi and Biþ1; it is easy to see that the statement (ii) holds. &
In the rest of this section, we consider the generalized saddle-point behavior for
two species competitive systems on ordered Banach spaces.
Let X1 and X2 be ordered Banach spaces with positive cones X
þ
1 and X
þ
2 having
nonempty interiors. Let the order in both spaces be denoted by ‘‘p’’. Let Xþ :¼
Xþ1  Xþ2 : Clearly, Int Xþ ¼ Int Xþ1  Int Xþ2 : Deﬁne K :¼ Xþ1  ðXþ2 Þ: Then X ¼
X1  X2 is an ordered Banach space with positive cone K : We usepK ðoK ;5KÞ to
denote the (strict, strong) order induced by K : Let ubK0 be ﬁxed. Set
C0 :¼ Xþ1 \f0g  Xþ2 \f0g;
C1 :¼ fðx1; 0Þ : x1AXþ1 g;
C2 :¼ fð0; x2Þ : x2AXþ2 g:
Suppose that T : ½0;NÞ  Xþ-Xþ is a continuously differentiable semiﬂow
satisfying (A1) and (A2) and the following additional assumptions:
(B1) TtðCiÞCCi; 8t40; 0pip2; T is strictly K-monotone on Xþ; strongly K-order
preserving onC0; and SOP onCi with respect to the order induced by X
þ
i ; 8i ¼ 1; 2;
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(B2) The set E of all equilibria of T in Xþ is the union of E0 ¼ ð0; 0Þ; E1 ¼ ð %x1; 0Þ
with %x1AInt X1; E2 ¼ ð0; %x2Þ with %x2AInt X2; and a nonempty set E0 of
coexistence equilibria in Int Xþ; E0 does not attract any point in Xþ\fE0g; and
Ei is locally stable in X
þ; 8i ¼ 1; 2; For each eAE0; DxTtðeÞ is strongly K-
positive, and rðeÞ :¼ rðDxTtðeÞÞ41 if E0 is not a singleton.
By an argument similar to that of Theorem 2.2, we have the following result.
Theorem 2.4. Assume that the C1-semiflow T satisfies (A1) and (A2) and (B1) and
(B2), and Tt is strongly K-monotone in Int X
þ: Then M ¼ Xþ\ðB1,B2ÞCC0,fE0g
is an unordered with respect to type-K order and positively invariant Lipschiz manifold
with codimension one in the type-K order norm j:ju: Furthermore, M is C1 if Tt is
compact.
In order to generalize Theorem 2.3 to abstract competitive systems, we need to
replace (B2) with the following assumption:
(B2)0 E ¼ fE0; E1; E2g,Es,Eu; where E0; E1 and E2 are the same as in (B2), Eu is
the set of all strongly K-positive equilibria e with DxTtðeÞ being strongly K-
positive and rðDxTtðeÞÞ41; and Es ¼ fc15K c25K?5K cmg consists of m
locally stable equilibria with E15K ci5K E2; 81pipm:
Set c0 ¼ E1 and cmþ1 ¼ E2: Then
c05K c15K c25K?5K cm5K cmþ1:
For each 0pipm þ 1; let Bi be the basin of attraction of ci; and let @þBi and @Bi be
the upper and lower boundaries of Bi in type-K order, respectively. By an argument
similar to that of Theorem 2.3, we then have the following result.
Theorem 2.5. Assume that the semiflow F on Xþ satisfies (A1) and (A2), (B1) and
(B2)0; and F is strongly K-monotone on C0: Then the following statement holds:
(i) For each 1pipm  1; @þBi ¼ @Biþ1 is an unordered with respect to type-K order
and positively invariant one-codimensional Lipschitz manifold in the order norm
j:ju; and furthermore, C1-manifold if Ft is compact;
(ii) Xþ ¼ Smþ1i¼0 Bi,Smi¼0 @þBi:
Remark 2.1. Smith [27, p. 870] conjectured that ½a; bor ½c0; cmþ1K consists of a
lattice of alternating bands each of which consists of unrelated steady state of the
same stability type. He also proved that this conjecture is true for some two-
dimensional cooperative and competitive systems (see [28,29, Theorem 4.8, Theorem
4.7]). Our Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 give an afﬁrmative answer to this conjecture under
the condition that all stable equilibria are totally ordered. The following example
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shows that our additional condition is necessary for Smith’s conjecture to be valid in
general.
Example 2.1. Consider the two-dimensional cooperative system
dx
dt
¼ eðy  xÞ þ x  x3;
dy
dt
¼ eðx  yÞ þ y  y3; ð2:1Þ
with 0oe51: The equilibria of system (2.1) are
A1 ¼ð1;1Þ; A2 ¼ ð0; 0Þ; A3 ¼ ð1; 1Þ;
A4 ¼ ð1 3eÞ
1=2  ð1þ eÞ1=2
2
;
ð1 3eÞ1=2 þ ð1þ eÞ1=2
2
 !
;
A5 ¼ ð1 3eÞ
1=2 þ ð1þ eÞ1=2
2
;
ð1 3eÞ1=2  ð1þ eÞ1=2
2
 !
;
A6 ¼ ð1 3eÞ
1=2  ð1þ eÞ1=2
2
;
ð1 3eÞ1=2 þ ð1þ eÞ1=2
2
 !
;
A7 ¼ ð1 3eÞ
1=2 þ ð1þ eÞ1=2
2
;
ð1 3eÞ1=2  ð1þ eÞ1=2
2
 !
;
A8 ¼ ð1 2eÞ1=2;ð1 2eÞ1=2
 
;
A9 ¼ ð1 2eÞ1=2; ð1 2eÞ1=2
 
:
Note that A1; A3; A8; A9 are asymptotically stable, but not totally ordered. The other
equilibria are unstable. More precisely, A2 is a source, A4; A5; A6; A7 are all saddle
points. The phase portrait of system (2.1) is sketched in Fig. 1. It is easy to see that
system (2.1) admits no such lattice structure as in Smith’s conjecture (Fig. 1).
3. Applications
In this section, we apply the results in Section 2 to three reaction–diffusion
systems. We start with an epidemic reaction–diffusion model in one-dimensional
spatial domain
@u1ðt; xÞ
@t
¼ dDu1ðt; xÞ  a11u1ðt; xÞ þ a12u2ðt; xÞ; xAð0; lÞ; t40;
@u2ðt; xÞ
@t
¼ a22u2ðt; xÞ þ a21gðu1ðt; xÞÞ; xAð0; lÞ; t40;
uiðt; 0Þ ¼ uiðt; lÞ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; t40;
8>>><
>>:
ð3:1Þ
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where d; a11; a12; a21 and a22 are positive constants, u1ðt; xÞ denotes the spatial density
of the pollutant at a point x of the habitat O ¼ ½0; lCR at time t40; and u2ðt; xÞ
denotes the spatial density of the infective human population, gðu1Þ is the ‘‘force of
infection’’ on human population due to a concentration u1 of the infectious agent.
This model was investigated earlier by Capasso and Maddalena [5], Mirenchi [22]
and Capasso and Wilson [6]. The following assumption guarantees that g is sigma
shaped:
(G) gAC2ðRþÞ; gð0Þ ¼ g0ð0Þ ¼ 0; g0ðzÞ40;8z40; limz-N gðzÞ ¼ 1; and there exists
x40 such that g00ðzÞ40; 8zAð0; xÞ; and g00ðzÞo0; 8zAðx;NÞ:
We may rescale the system (3.1) by putting x ¼ lx˜; t ¼ t˜
a11
; d ¼ a11l2d˜; and v ¼ a21 v˜a11
so that on removal of tildes we have
@u1ðt; xÞ
@t
¼ dDu1ðt; xÞ  u1ðt; xÞ þ au2ðt; xÞ; xAð0; 1Þ; t40;
@u2ðt; xÞ
@t
¼ bu2ðt; xÞ þ gðu1ðt; xÞÞ; xAð0; 1Þ; t40;
uiðt; 0Þ ¼ uiðt; 1Þ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; t40:
8>>><
>>>:
ð3:2Þ
Here a ¼ a12a21
a2
11
and b ¼ a22
a11
: In the following discussion we shall use
g :¼ a
b
¼ a12a21
a11a22
;
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which is used as one of the bifurcation parameters and interpreted in [5] as ‘‘global’’
information about the positive feedback strength of the coupling between the human
population and the environmental pollution (scaled by the natural rate of decay of
the pollutant and the infectious period of an infected individual).
Let
X ¼ C0ð½0; 1;R2Þ :¼ ffACð½0; 1;R2Þ : fð0Þ ¼ fð1Þ ¼ 0g:
Then X is a Banach space with the norm
jjujj ¼ sup
xA %O
jjuðxÞjj 8uAX ;
and ðX ;pÞ is an ordered Banach space with partial order induced by the cone
Xþ :¼ fu ¼ ðu1; u2ÞAX : u1ðxÞX0; u2ðxÞX0 8xA %Og:
Let T1ðtÞ be the analytic semigroup on C0ð½0; 1;RÞ generated by
@u1ðt; xÞ
@t
¼ dDu1ðt; xÞ  u1ðt; xÞ
subject to the Dirichlet boundary condition, and T2ðtÞf2 ¼ ebtf2; 8f2A
C0ð½0; 1;RÞ: Clearly, TðtÞ ¼ ðT1ðtÞ; T2ðtÞÞ is a linear semigroup on X :
By [21, Theorem 1 and Remarks 1.1 and 1.10] (taking delay as zero), it follows
that for any fAXþ; system (3.2) has a unique nonnegative noncontinuable mild
solution uðt; x;fÞ satisfying uð0; ;fÞ ¼ f: Moreover, uðt; x;fÞ is a classical solution
of (3.2) for t40: By a standard comparison argument, it is easy to see that solutions
of (3.2) are uniformly bounded. Thus, we can deﬁne a solution semiﬂow of (3.2)
on Xþ by
FðtÞf ¼ uðt; ;fÞ 8fAXþ; tX0:
Note that the reaction system of ODE associated with (3.2) is cooperative and
irreducible. It then follows that the solution semiﬂow FðtÞ is SOP on Xþ (see, e.g, [30]).
Lemma 3.1. FðtÞ is an a-contraction with a contracting function ebt:
Proof. Deﬁne a linear operator
SðtÞf ¼ ð0; T2ðtÞf2Þ 8f ¼ ðf1;f2ÞAXþ
and a nonlinear operator
UðtÞf ¼ u1ðt; ;fÞ;
Z t
0
T2ðt  sÞgðu1ðs; ;fÞÞ ds
 
8f ¼ ðf1;f2ÞAXþ:
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It is easy to see that
FðtÞf ¼ SðtÞfþ UðtÞf 8fAXþ; tX0:
Since jjSðtÞfjjpebtjjfjj; we have jjSðtÞjjpebt 8tX0: Note that
u1ðt; ;fÞ ¼ T1ðtÞf1 þ a
Z t
0
T1ðt  sÞu2ðs; ;fÞ ds:
By the boundedness of g and FðtÞ; and the compactness of T1ðtÞ for t40; it follows
that UðtÞ : Xþ-Xþ is completely continuous for each t40: Thus, for any bounded
set B in Xþ; there holds
aðFðtÞBÞpaðSðtÞBÞ þ aðUðtÞBÞpebtaðBÞ 8t40;
where we have used aðUðtÞBÞ ¼ 0 since UðtÞB is precompact, where a denotes the
Kuratowski-measure of noncompactness (see [10]). Consequently, FðtÞ is an a-
contraction on Xþ with contracting function being ebt: &
Let pAð1;NÞ and yAð1=2þ 1=ð2pÞ; 1Þ be ﬁxed, and let Xy be the fractional
power space of Lpðð0; 1ÞÞ with respect to D and the Dirichlet boundary condition
(see, e,g., [13]). Then Xy is an ordered Banach space with the cone X
þ
y consisting of
all nonnegative functions in Xy: Moreover, IntðXþy Þa| and XyCC1þmð½0; 1Þ with
continuous inclusion for mA½0; 2y 1 1=pÞ: We denote the norm in Xy by jj  jjy:
Remark 3.1. By the smoothing property of parabolic operators, it follows that
FðtÞfAXy  Xy for every fAXþ and t40: Thus, FðtÞ is a strongly monotone
semiﬂow on Xþy  Xþy : Moreover, the proof of Lemma 3.1 implies that FðtÞ is an a-
contraction on Xþy  Xþy with contracting function being ebt:
Capasso and Wilson [6] provided a global bifurcation for steady states of
system (3.2) and proved that if g :¼ ab is sufﬁciently large and the diffusivity d is
suitably small, then (3.2) has exactly three steady states: the trivial solution
u ¼ 0; u ¼ ðu1 ðxÞ; u2 ðxÞÞ and uþ ¼ ðuþ1 ðxÞ; uþ2 ðxÞÞ such that 05u5uþ: They
performed many numerical simulations and presented a lot of beautiful ﬁgures
which vividly show how the solutions from above (or below) bell-shaped u evolve
and eventually approach uþ (or 0Þ: So they conjectured that this system has a
saddle-point structure. The following theorem gives an afﬁrmative answer to their
conjecture.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that the hypothesis (G) holds. Let g :¼ ab: Then there exist a
positive number gD and a function dcritðÞ : ðgD;NÞ-ð0;NÞ such that
(1) If either 0pgpgD; or g4gD and d4dcritðgÞ; then the zero solution of system (3.2)
is globally attractive in Xþ;
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(2) If g4gD and d ¼ dcritðgÞ; then system (3.2) admits a unique positive steady-state
solution ucðxÞ; and system (3.2) has saddle-node point behavior on Xþ in the sense
that Xþ is the union of the basins of attraction of 0 and uc; and the boundaries of
these two basins in Xþ are identical and contained in the basin of attraction of uc;
(3) If g4gD and dodcritðgÞ; then system (3.2) admits exactly two positive steady-state
solutions uðxÞ and uþðxÞ with uðxÞ5uþðxÞ; 8xAð0; 1Þ; and system (3.2) has
saddle-point behavior on Xþ:
Proof. By the boundedness of g and comparison method, it is easy to see that
solutions of (3.2) are uniformly bounded. By Lemma 3.1 and [12, Corollary 2.2.4 and
Lemma 3.2.1], it follows that every forward orbit in Xþ is precompact, and OðBÞ ¼T
sX0
S
tXs FtðBÞ is compact for every bounded subset BCXþ: Note that the
conditions of this theorem is completely the same as that of [6, Theorem 3.3].
Therefore, the global bifurcation for steady states are known as stated in our
theorem. It remains to consider the stability of steady states and the saddle-point
structure. The global convergence in cases (1) and (2) follows from the standard
results in the theory of monotone semiﬂows (see, e.g., [42, Theorems 2.2.1 and
2.2.3]). Thus, in case (2) we have Xþ ¼ Bð0Þ,BðucÞ and Bð0Þ-BðucÞ ¼ |; where
Bð0Þ and BðucÞ are the basins of attraction of 0 and uc in Xþ; respectively. It is easy
to see that the boundaries of Bð0Þ and BðucÞ in Xþ are identical. Since 0 is
asymptotically stable, Bð0Þ is an open set in Xþ; and hence @ðBð0ÞÞCXþ\Bð0Þ ¼
BðucÞ: Finally, we assume the conditions in case (3) hold and consider the saddle-
point structure. It is proved in [6] that the trivial steady state is stable. Capasso and
Wilson [6] also constructed a pair of lower and super solutions for (3.2)
Ftð
%
uÞpuþpFtð %uÞ 8tX0;
such that Ftð
%
uÞ is monotone nondecreasing in tARþ; while Ftð %uÞ is monotone
nonincreasing in tARþ: Since F is SOP and every positive orbit is precompact, both
Ftð
%
uÞ and Ftð %uÞ converge to uþ: Thus, uþ is a stable attractor. Moreover, Ft is twice
continuously differentiable with respect to f; and DfFt0ðuÞ : Xþy  Xþy -Xþy  Xþy
is a strongly positive operator for t040 sufﬁciently large. Consequently, the saddle-
point behavior for FðtÞ : Xþ-Xþ follows from Theorem 2.1, as applied to the
semiﬂow FðtÞ : Xþy  Xþy -Xþy  Xþy (see Remark 3.1). &
Remark 3.2. Smoller and Wasserman [34] provided a complete global bifurcation of
steady-state solutions for the following scalar reaction–diffusion equation subject to
Dirichlet boundary condition
ut ¼ uxx  ðu  aÞðu  bÞðu  cÞ; LoxoL; t40;
uðt;LÞ ¼ uðt; LÞ ¼ 0; t40:

ð3:3Þ
They proved that system (3.3) has at most three steady states. If the system has
exactly three steady states for suitable parameters two of which are locally stable,
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then Theorem 2.1 implies that there is a C1-separatrix separating the domains of
attraction of the two stable steady states.
Next we consider the following positive feedback reaction–diffusion system
@u1ðt; xÞ
@t
¼ d1Du1ðt; xÞ  a1u1ðt; xÞ þ f ðunðt; xÞÞ;
@uiðt; xÞ
@t
¼ diDuiðt; xÞ þ ui1ðt; xÞ  aiuiðt; xÞ; 2pipn;
@uj
@n
ðt; xÞ ¼ 0; xA@O; t40; 1pjpn;
8>>><
>>>>:
ð3:4Þ
where O is a bounded, open, connected and convex subset in RN with a smooth
boundary, @O; n ¼ nðxÞ is the outer unit normal to @O; all parameters are positive
constants. We assume that f is a C1 function on ½0;NÞ satisfying the following
condition:
(F) f ðunÞ40 if una0; f ðunÞ is bounded, and f 0ðunÞ40:
A typical example of such function is Grifﬁth function f ðuÞ ¼ um
1þum and Othmer–
Tyson function f ðuÞ ¼ 1þum
Kþum with K41 (see [24]).
It is known that (3.4) generates a strongly monotone semiﬂow on the space Xþ :
¼Qn1 Cþð %OÞ (see, e.g., [14,30]). Finding constant equilibria can be reduced to
solving the nonnegative zeroes of
gðunÞ ¼ f ðunÞ  fun ¼ 0; where f ¼ a1a2yan:
Theorem 3.2. Let (F) hold. Assume that the function g has exactly three non-negative
zeroes: 0paoboc such that g0ðaÞo0; g0ðcÞo0; g0ðbÞ40: Then system (3.4) admits a
generalized saddle-point behavior on Xþ:
Proof. Note that system (3.4) has exactly three constant equilibria:
A ¼ aF; B ¼ bF; C ¼ cF;
where F ¼ ðf1;f2;y;fnÞ with f0 ¼ f; fi ¼ fi1=ai 81pipn: It is not difﬁcult to
prove that A; C are linearly stable equilibria, while B is linearly unstable for the
reaction system of ODE associated with (3.4) (see [24]). Therefore, the comparison
principle implies that the same conclusions hold for reaction–diffusion system (3.4).
Since the domain O is convex, the result in Kishmoto and Weinberger [17] asserts
that any possible nonconstant steady state of (3.4) (if exists) is linearly unstable.
Thus, Theorem 2.2 implies that system (3.4) admits a generalized saddle-point
behavior. &
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Finally we consider two species Lotka–Volterra competitive system
@u1
@t ¼ d1Du1 þ u1ða1  b1u1  c1u2Þ;
@u2
@t ¼ d2Du2 þ u2ða2  b2u1  c2u2Þ;
@u1
@n ¼ @u2@n ¼ 0 on @O Rþ;
8>><
>: ð3:5Þ
where O is a bounded, open, convex domain of Rm with mX1; the boundary @O is a
C2þa manifold for some aAð0; 1Þ; n is the outer unit normal vector on @O; and
ai; bi; ci; di; i ¼ 1; 2; are positive constants.
Let Xi be the ordered Banach space Cð %OÞ with the positive cone Xþi consisting of
nonnegative functions in Xi: Thus, Int X
þ
i is the set of all positive functions in Xi:
For the product space X :¼ X1  X2; deﬁne two positive cones K :¼ Xþ1  ðXþ2 Þ
and Xþ :¼ Xþ1  Xþ2 : By the standard comparison method, it follows that for each
fAXþ; (3.5) has a unique and global solution uðt; x;fÞ on ½0;NÞ satisfying
uð0; ;fÞ ¼ f: Deﬁne
FðtÞf ¼ uðt; ;fÞ 8fAXþ:
Then the solution semiﬂow FðtÞ is K-monotone on Xþ; and strongly K-monotone
on Int Xþ ¼ IntXþ1  IntXþ2 : Moreover, FðtÞ : Xþ-Xþ is compact for each t40:
The asymptotic behavior of system (3.5) is classiﬁed according to the following
four cases:
(i) a1=a24maxfb1=b2; c1=c2g;
(ii) a1=a2ominfb1=b2; c1=c2g;
(iii) b1=b24a1=a24c1=c2;
(iv) b1=b2oa1=a2oc1=c2:
In the cases of (i)–(iii), the globally stable equilibrium of the associated reaction
system of ODE is also globally stable as a solution of (3.5) (see, e.g., [19]). As shown
in [16], the global dynamics of (3.5) in case (iv) is quite different from that of the
reaction system of ODE. The subsequent result shows that system (3.5) in case (iv)
also admits a one-codimensional C1-separatrix which separates the basins of
attraction of the two locally stable single-population steady states.
Theorem 3.3. Let condition (iv) hold. Then system (3.5) admits a generalized saddle-
point behavior on Xþ:
Proof. In the case of (iv), there are four constant steady states E0 ¼ ð0; 0Þ; E1 ¼
ða1=b1; 0Þ; E2 ¼ ð0; a2=b2Þ and
E ¼ ðða1c2  a2c1Þ=ðb1c2  b2c1Þ; ðb1a2  b2a1Þ=ðb1c2  b2c1ÞÞAInt Xþ:
Note that E0 has a trivial basin of attraction fE0g: Moreover, Ei is locally
asymptotically stable, 8i ¼ 1; 2; E1 attracts all initial values ðu01; 0ÞaE0; E2 attracts
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all initial values ð0; u02ÞaE0; and E is linearly unstable. If there is a nonconstant
steady-state %u; then %uA½E2; E1K-Int Xþ and, by a general result in Kishmoto and
Weinberger [17], %u is linearly unstable since O is convex. By Theorem 2.4, it follows
that M ¼ Xþ\ðB1,B2Þ is a K-unordered and invariant C1-manifold with codimen-
sion one, where Bi is the basin of attraction of Ei; 8i ¼ 1; 2: &
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